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Next Gen IT Solutions

Qmin Infotech is the partner of choice for many of
the world’s leading enterprises, SMEs, and
technology challengers. We help businesses
elevate their value through custom software
development, product design, QA, and
consultancy services. 

an introduction to
qmin infotech.

an introduction to qimin

Your Partner For Software Innovation



30+
Projects 
Done

7+
Technical
Advisors

3+
Glorious 
Years 

Next Gen IT Solutions

At our core, we're all about partnering with startups and
businesses across the globe to bring their ideas to life.
We're here to turn those concepts into reality through
personalized technological solutions and hands-on
consulting.

from ideas to 
execution.

from ideas to execution.



the qmin approach.

Each client is unique, and we see ourselves as being in the people business
rather than the sales business. That is to say we focus on building long term
relationships so that clients stay with us as they grow their business. Our
job is to interpret your needs and objectives, and to design, deliver and
support class leading business solutions.

the qmin
approach.

Our staff are our most valuable asset and we treat them as
such. Many of our team have been with Leaf for a long time
meaning clients receive a consistently exceptional service
and build long standing relationships with IT professionals
that love what they do, which includes: 

Our implementations are
meticulously planned and
deployed, and our 5 years of
experience ensures a
seamless transition.

With your help, we 
conduct an in depth business
needs analysis to ensure that
we propose and deliver the
outcomes you need.

At all times clients have
access to their account
manager, and if need be,
every level of management
within Qmin.

Tailored monthly reports
identify trends and can
highlight developing issues
so they can be investigated
and addressed. This can help
keep costs down and provide
valuable insight into
performance.

The monthly review meeting
with your Customer
Experience Manager is the
forum for discussing solution
performance, evolving needs
and any other issues arising.
We pride ourselves on open,
transparent communication
with our clients

Our client base is testimony
to the quality of our
consulting capability and
technical knowledge.

Once your business needs
have been identified and
agreed, our senior architects
build your solution using
proven technologies that
work.
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consultancy.

monthly reviews.

design.

Results driven IT services
for the modern business.



Get In Touch

Let’s Talk 
About Your Project!

Discover the capabilities of Qmin Infotech in crafting tailored software
applications for your company. Empower your team to elevate your company's
performance effortlessly. Contact us today for a complimentary consultation to

discuss your project or concept.

tel:+918866588329


Mobile App Developemnt
Acquire a cutting-edge mobile application for your business,
meticulously crafted by seasoned experts and infused with the
latest technological advancements.

Software Developemnt
Every organization requires software, and our team is dedicated to
incorporating optimal methods and innovative ideas to develop a
customized solution for you.

Website Developemnt
Looking to create a web app for your business? Consult our team
for top-notch strategies and innovative ideas tailored to your
project.

Design Services 
Every platform lies its design, an integral component. Our team
of designers is poised to assist you with inventive and
thoughtful design solutions.

IT Services.

Our IT services are the building blocks of our lifecycle approach, allowing you to future proof
your technologies and build IT systems that lead to business success.

Every service we provide is based on delivering tangible results for clients. 
We want you to see where your IT investments have benefited your business. 
All our services are completely flexible - so as you grow they can adapt.

IT  services.

Next Gen IT Solutions



Emerging Technologies
Leveraging cutting-edge technologies, we aim to keep you one step
ahead of your competitors in the industry.

SEO & Marketing Services
Elevate your business to the pinnacle with digital marketing
services designed to captivate your audience through a
strategic and thoughtful approach.

Enterprise IT Solutions
Excellence holds paramount importance for us, and we are dedicated
to delivering top-notch Enterprise IT Solutions that meet the highest
standards of quality.

SMM (Social Media Marketing) 
We bring  your brand to life on social media platforms. Our
team excels in creating user-friendly mobile applications
designed to elevate your online presence. 

Our IT services are the building blocks of our lifecycle approach, allowing you to future proof
your technologies and build IT systems that lead to business success.

Every service we provide is based on delivering tangible results for clients. 
We want you to see where your IT investments have benefited your business. 
All our services are completely flexible - so as you grow they can adapt.

IT  services.

Next Gen IT SolutionsIT Services.



Native iOS Apps

Develop marvelous native iOS app 
with the greatest team and thoughtful
approach by professionals.

Native Android Apps
Hire dedicated developers who will
present you with the most productive
native Android apps in less time.

Cross Platform

We can impart the perfect coding so 
that you can launch your app on
various platforms using the cross
platform.

Hybrid Apps

Want to launch your app on various
platforms? We can help you to make
one.

PWAs

Employ the genius professionals for
ingenious approach and ideas for
developing PWAs.

Explore our comprehensive mobile app develop ment services that seamlessly blend innovation with
meticulous attention to detail. Whether you're embarking on the journey of creating a new mobile
app or seeking to enhance an existing one, our team of skilled developers will collaborate closely
with you. We aim to bring your unique app concept to life, ensuring it aligns seamlessly with your
business objectives and user needs.

Next Gen IT SolutionsWebsite  Development.

Mobile App Devel opemnt.

Got A Project?
Share The details of your project – like scope, timeframes, or
business challenges you’d like to solve.

Call Us > Get Quote  >



Hosting & Maintenance
Ensure the smooth operation of your website
with our reliable hosting and maintenance
services. We handle the technicalities, so you can
focus on your business.

Website Design

Elevate your online presence with captivating
and user-friendly website designs. Our creative
team crafts visually stunning layouts that reflect
the essence of your brand.

Website Development

Experience seamless functionality and cutting-
edge technology with our website development
services. We build custom solutions tailored to
meet your specific business needs.

Content Management

Take control of your digital content effortlessly
with our content management systems. Update,
modify, and enhance your website content with
ease, keeping it fresh and relevant.

Your website is your most powerful online marketing tool, and our team is here to make
sure it’s both functional and impactful. 

Next Gen IT SolutionsWebsite Development.

Website Devel opemnt.

Got A Project?
Share The details of your project – like scope,
timeframes, or business challenges you’d like to solve.

Call Us > Get Quote  >

As well as designing the structure and overall aesthetic of your website to offer the perfect representation of your
business, we’ll deliver a website that focuses on lead generation and conversions. Once you’ve worked with our
designers and had your vision realised, that’s when our team of dedicated web developers comes in. Each
website we build is entirely bespoke, and will provide an excellent user experience for both desktop and mobile
users.

tel:+918866588329


Saas /Paas Applications Business Automation Systems

Transform your business with cutting-edge automation
systems tailored to your needs. Elevate efficiency and
streamline workflows through our expertise in custom
software development.

Application Migration & Reengineering
Seamlessly upgrade your software with our Application
Migration & Reengineering services. Enhance
performance, scalability, and functionality through
expertly tailored solutions in custom software
development.

Enterprise Application Integration
Take control of your digital content effortlessly with our
content management systems. Update, modify, and
enhance your website content with ease, keeping it
fresh and relevant.

Bespoke Software Solutions Tailored for Success

Next Gen IT SolutionsSoftware Development.

Software Devel opemnt.

Got A Project?
Share The details of your project – like scope, timeframes, or business challenges you’d like to solve.

Call Us > Get Quote  >

Your software is the backbone of your digital operations, and our team is dedicated to ensuring it not only meets
your unique requirements but also drives unparalleled success for your business. We understand that off-the-
shelf solutions may not always align with your specific business needs. Our experts specialize in crafting custom
software solutions tailored precisely to your requirements. From initial concept to the final product, we prioritize
functionality, efficiency, and a seamless user experience.

Elevate your business with SaaS/PaaS applications
tailored to perfection. Our custom software
development ensures seamless, cloud-based solutions,
providing scalability and innovation for your unique
needs.

tel:+918866588329
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Colour is an essential component of our brand and is what 
identifies us from our competitors. Our palette is
professional but with a jolt of brightness.

Our main typeface is the really clean and geometric TT
Hoves. This can be used for titles, subtitles, and anywhere
else where 
the style suits the space. Have fun with it.

Who we are

Honest 
Dependable 
Creative 
Intelligent 
Warm

Word choice
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Regular Demibold

Gilling Dod merges passion and precision to design 
spaces that tell stories. Infused with heart and vision, 
our award-winning healthcare and wellness spaces are
visually stunning, practical and places that people love to
spend time in. We care about the communities involved in
our projects, and we want to ensure everyone has a voice.

Do say 
People
Communities
Crafted 
Creative 
Voices
Conversations
Vision 
Spaces 

Don’t say
Customers
The public
Designed
State-of-the-art
Opinions
Updates
St rate g y
Buildings

Stories
Innovative
Heart
Warmth
Thoughtful
Intelligent
Legacy 

Projects
Forward-thinking
Passion
Care
Routine
Experts
Heritage

This is not to say that we can’t ever use these 

words - just that there might be some more

“on- brand” variations we can sprinkle in that

convey our message whilst retaining our

brand image. 

Print Design

UI/UX Design

Enhance user satisfaction and engagement with our
UI/UX design expertise. We create intuitive and
delightful user experiences, ensuring your digital
products stand out in today's competitive landscape.

Graphic Design
Elevate your brand aesthetics with our graphic design
services. From logos to marketing collateral, we create
visually stunning designs that communicate your brand
identity effectively.

Brand Identity Design
Build a strong brand presence with our identity design
services. We conceptualize and design logos, color
schemes, and brand elements that resonate with your
target audience.

Comprehensive design services that fuse creativity with a keen eye for detail.

Next Gen IT SolutionsDesign Services

Design Services.

Got A Project?
Share The details of your project – like scope, timeframes, or business challenges you’d like to solve.

Call Us > Get Quote  >

Whether you’re just starting out in drafting your new brand, or you’re already a well-established business in need
of a brand refresh, our team of designers will work closely alongside you to develop a unique and effective logo
and brand identity that aligns perfectly with your company’s core values and vision. 
Our designers develop a deep understanding of your product / service, target audience, and brand, translating
these ideas into visuals that amplify your stories and promote your core company values. If you're looking to build
on your brand awareness, contact our creative team today

Make a lasting impression in the physical world with
our print design services. From business cards to
brochures, we ensure your printed materials reflect the
professionalism and uniqueness of your brand.

Packaging Design
Set your products apart on the shelves with our
packaging design services. We create visually
appealing and functional packaging that attracts
customers and communicates your brand story.

Motion Graphics and Animation
Capture attention with dynamic visuals through our
motion graphics and animation services. Whether for
presentations, websites, or social media, we bring your
ideas to life through captivating animations.

tel:+918866588329
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Content Marketing

Google Ads
Maximize your online reach and drive targeted traffic
with our Google Ads expertise. We create and optimize
impactful campaigns that ensure your brand stands out
in the competitive digital landscape, delivering
measurable results and a high return on investment

Email Campaigns
Elevate your communication strategy with our targeted
email campaigns. We design and deploy impactful
emails that engage, convert, and foster lasting
connections with your audience. 

Remarketing
Revitalize your marketing strategy with our
remarketing expertise. We strategically reconnect with
your audience, delivering tailored content that
reinforces your brand, boosts engagement, and
converts potential customers into loyal advocates

Connecting your business with new and existing customers.

Next Gen IT SolutionsDesign Services

SEO & Marketing Services.

Got A Project?
Share The details of your project – like scope, timeframes, or business challenges you’d like to solve.

Call Us > Get Quote  >

Whether it’s driving traffic to your website, increasing brand awareness, managing your email marketing or social
campaigns, or thinking up new ways to engage with your existing customers, we’re always excited to get out the
drawing board and start generating new ideas for your next digital campaign. Helping you to grow and target
your client base, we have a wealth of experience in planning, designing, building and managing successful digital
marketing campaigns, and can incorporate our digital services into a fully scaled marketing strategy.

Ignite your brand's narrative with our content
marketing expertise. From captivating storytelling to
strategic distribution, we craft compelling content that
resonates with your audience and elevates your brand
presence.

SEO Management
Boost your online visibility and drive organic traffic with
our expert SEO management. We optimize your digital
presence, implementing strategic techniques to
ensure your business ranks higher on search engines,
amplifying its reach and impact

Motion Graphics and Animation
Unleash the power of data-driven insights with our web
analytics services. We meticulously analyze and
interpret user behavior, providing you with valuable
information to optimize your online strategy.Elevate
your decision-making process and enhance your digital
performance.

tel:+918866588329
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Organic & Paid Campaigns

Audience Engagement
Ignite meaningful conversations and interactions with
our Audience Engagement services. We devise
strategies that resonate with your audience, fostering a
vibrant online community around your brand.

Profile Management
Sculpt a captivating online image with our Profile
Management services. We curate and optimize your social
media presence, ensuring it reflects the essence of your
brand and connects authentically with your audience.

PR & Influencer Marketing
Amplify your brand's reach and credibility through our
PR & Influencer Marketing services. We leverage key
influencers and strategic PR approaches to enhance
your brand's visibility and reputation.

Increasing your social reach with original content creation.

Next Gen IT SolutionsSMM Services

SMM (Social Media Marketing) Services.

Got A Project?
Share The details of your project – like scope, timeframes, or business challenges you’d like to solve.

Call Us > Get Quote  >

Our dedicated team of social media experts live and breathe all things social, and each have vast experience in
setting up and executing successful paid and organic social media campaigns across all platforms, including
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, TikTok and YouTube. Following an initial meeting, we’ll highlight the
platforms which offer the most potential for you and your business and develop a strategy, before getting all set up
and making regular posts on your behalf in accordance with a detailed monthly marketing plan, tailored to your
objectives. We have monthly marketing packages to suit all budgets. Get in touch with our social media team today
to find out more. 

Drive results with a balanced approach. Our expertise in
Organic & Paid Campaigns ensures your brand reaches
the right audience organically while strategically
leveraging paid promotions for maximum impact.

Tailored Content Plans
Tailor your narrative for success with our Custom
Content Plans. We create bespoke content strategies
that align with your brand voice, keeping your
audience engaged and eager for more.

Post Scheduling
Optimize your social media presence with our Post
Scheduling services. We strategically schedule content
to reach your audience at the most opportune times,
ensuring consistent visibility and engagement.

Helping you manage your
brain tumour journey

brian freed 
my mind to
concentrate
on the other
things that
mattered most

tel:+918866588329
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Cloud-Based Solutions Bidding Platforms
Enhance your procurement strategy with our Bidding
Platforms. We integrate cutting-edge technology to
facilitate seamless bidding processes, fostering
efficiency, transparency, and optimal vendor
engagement within your enterprise.

Complex ERP & CRM Systems
Drive productivity and streamline operations with our
Comprehensive ERP & CRM Systems. Our solutions go
beyond software – they're strategic tools that empower
your business with integrated and intelligent
management.

Custom Software Integration
Unleash the full potential of your digital ecosystem with
Custom Software Integration. Our tailored solutions
seamlessly blend diverse software applications,
providing a cohesive and interconnected experience for
your enterprise

Your systems are pivotal for success, and we ensure they are not only functional but impactful.

Next Gen IT SolutionsEnterprise IT Solutions

Enterprise IT Solutions.

Got A Project?
Share The details of your project – like scope, timeframes, or business challenges you’d like to solve.

Call Us > Get Quote  >

Once you entrust your vision to our expert designers, our dedicated team of developers steps in to craft bespoke
Enterprise IT Solutions. From intricate ERP and CRM systems to business process optimization, we tailor solutions
that seamlessly integrate with your operations. Not just focused on aesthetics, we design the structure of your IT
systems for optimal representation. Our commitment extends to delivering solutions prioritizing lead generation,
conversions, and a superior user experience across desktop and mobile platforms.

Embrace the future of technology with our Cloud-
Based Solutions. We design, migrate, and manage
scalable cloud infrastructures, ensuring your business
benefits from flexibility, accessibility, and enhanced
data security

tel:+918866588329


Entertainment Pharmaceuticals Healthcare
Retail & 

E -Commerce

Real Estate Travel &
Tourism

Hospitality Manufacturing Finance

Sports Automobile

Logistics Media Jewellery Chemicals

Textile

Industries We Serve



 countless Ideas that
transformed into Reality.

Explore Projects

https://aveosoftware.ca/projects
https://qmininfotech.com/
https://qmininfotech.com/


Glad to kept your Attention!

Are you still here?

To stay updated on Thrilling Projects Turning into Reality

Follow Us
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